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ABSTRACT
This unit, one in a set of elementary

teacher-developed geography materials, is based on Geographic SaFple
Study" and "Teacher's Manual for Geographic. Sample Stidyn from the
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, Austin, Texas.
Intended for intermediate-level students, the inquiry-orientei case
study unit on economic-growth involves choosing between being a
farmer or being asraneher.rThe major objectives are to stimulate
inquiry proceses of geographiC field study and to provide an
experiential framework fof learning geographic concepts. A definition
of the Sample -Study, an overview of topics, examples of one topic, a
map activity, and a-chart activity are provided. See SO 009,140 fot a
general description and explanation of the elementary and secondary
units dontsrising this series. (ND)
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EDUCATk. POSSTION C;R" POLi

.Thy be cher? Would you ratner be a farmer or a rancher? An inter-

mediate level lass can use Geographic Sample Study materials to develop-

answers to these questions. Included are'pages 2, 3, 26, 53, and 56

from Teacher's Manual for Geographic Sample Study'and Geographic Sample

Study (Sources 14 and'43) by. de Leeuw, Gai.y J. and De King, Leon R4;.

TA* Research arid Development Center .for Teacher Education, 1970, Aiistin,

Texas. -
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-Definition of Sample Study

pupils with materials that depict a small region and to ask questions

sample study
al

iizte111,4x71:: study technique for

-i7t1111=1::teaching
1) the primary respondibilities of the teadher are to Present the

to stimulate pupil discovery. ..

4
2) the essential charactbr of classroc6 materials is non- expository".

. . .

Expository materials and expository teaching strategies attempt to
elucidate and interpret informationfor the learner. Conclusions are

presented to 'the learn.; 'in-predigested form. When exposition .is at its

best the siriter or teacher conveyi precise meanings in.an efficient '

.Nmanner. Non-expositorlieaching 'methods and materials are' constructed
i,..to maximize the extent tz! whichgthe learner constructs meanings for him=

N, self.

3), the major qbjectiyes of sample study. teaching are to stimulate
:)in the classroom the'inquiry processes of geographic field study, and
Jto provide a framework of concrete experiences for geographic ooncepts.

kk : - .

h /n :typical sample study the teacher presents maps,,photographs,
'charts, graphs, accounts of.interviewd and other geographic sourc4 ma-
terials that together depidi small areas, such as.m.ixed farms, ranches,
pulp mil; towns,' mountain villages, or city neighborhoods. The teacher
raises questions to help pupils interpret the materials, generate hypo-
theses, and confirm Conclusions., One of thwinstiuctiorial. goals of the

f
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sample study teChnieple'is to help pupils generalize about lauMan activ-
Ities and,physical,processes in wider areas, like ranching regions or

city-slums. nie sample study techniqt;e is to help pupils develop skills,

conceptions, and values of geographic inquiry.

Overview-

Topic E

.4

This topic is addressed to the understanding that ranching is a.
less productive land adaptation form thaR farming and generally occurs
in areas where one or more physical conditions effectively eliminate
farming as an. alternative. The activkties included in this topic's
three encounters use and extend pupil's hypothesizing and evaluating
skills. Map,-chart reading and interpreting skills are also exercised

,and extended.

Encounter 1
Objectives: Pupils will be able to:

A. Read map symbols.
B. Infer that mapped ranch Ls on rougher terraiilthan

the farm.

Materials:
Source.14 (Map of an Ameiical Ranch and an American Farm)

Encounter 2
Objectives: Pupils will be able to:

A. Interpret chart symbols.
8. Associate ranch and farp maps to ranch and farm production

charts.
C. State that farms are more productive than ranches of com-

-parable size:
D. Hypothesizd that most ranchers would be farmers if they

could.

Materials:
Source 14 (An America n'Ranch and An American Farm?.

Source 43 Comparison of One'Year's PrOduction On a Ranch
and a Farm)

3
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OVERVIEW OP TOPICS
41!

(Examples of Sample Study Instructional Plans)

Introduction to Sample Study
TOPIC A Three encounters involving

pupil interpretation of
introductory booklet

Questiode: Who are the
Williams' family? Where
do they live?
Time: 1 - 2 hours

Extending Concept of Ranching I

TOPIC B One encounter involving pupil
interpretation of photographs,
maps, and charts

Studying Ranch Resources
Three encounters involving

TOPIC C pupil interpretation of
multiple sources and con-

, struction of a display

Locating the Sample Area

TOPIC D One encounter involving reading
and interpreting road map and
small scale wall map

Extending Concept of Ranching IT
TOPIC t Three encounters, involving inter -

pretation -Qf photographs, maps,

and charts.

Studying Impact of Modern

TOPIC F Technology Three encounters
involving interpretation of
photographic slides and movies

Studying Changing Ranch
TOPIC G Resources One encounter involv

ing interpretation of photo=
graphs and, maps -

Extending Concept of Resource
TOPIC H Conservation Three encounters

involving interpretation of tape
recording and photographi

AV

Studying Future Land Use
,TOPIC Two encounters involving"

interpretation of MAps, photo-
r, graphs and tape recordings

Question: Bow does Mr.

Williams earn a living?
Time: 1/2 - l'hour

Question: What is the
Williams'Ranch like?
Time: 3 - 4 hours

Question: Where in Texas is
the Williams Ranch?
Time: 1/2 - hour

Question: Why is the Williams'
land used for ranching?
Time: 1 - 2 hours

Question: What is work on

the ranch like?
Time: 2 - 3 hours

'uestion: How has the ranch
changed?
Ilme: 1 hour

Question: HO:, are ranch

resources conserved?
Time: 1 -2 hours

Question: What might the
Williamssranch be like in;
the future? .

Times 1 - 2 hours
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Source 14

The uppermost of these two maps shows a grain and cAile farwin
North Dakota. The lower nap shows a cattle ranch in Colorado.

.- Questions:

& 1) Which is larger, in area, the farm-or the, ranch?
2) Which one appears to be located on rough land?

7hich.pzobahly xeceivpa the _most precipitation (mein, sleet,

snow)?
4) Which is mostly cultivated land?
5) Make an hypothesis to suggest which would p uce -the most

food. /

Source 43

The chart on this source compares the amount and kinds of food
produced by aranch and a farm in brie year.

Questions:

1) Which produces more food in. one year, the ranch or the farm?

2) If each truckload of grain.will bring more money than several
cattle, which pFoduces more. income, the farm or the ranch?

3) Which produces more food,per acreorthe farm or theranch?
Which produces more profits per acre?

4) Suggest what Might happen to many ranches if it somehow
became possible to farm the ranch land.

*
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AN AMERICAN RANCH AND AN AMERICAN FARM

farm"

Farm

--Source 4'3

op'

A COMPARISON: ONE YEAR'S
PRODUCTS ON A FARM AND A RANCH

cattle

grain

Ranch

or pasture
field I boundary

buildings and.

-Bali Pens

culivated land
- -

uncultivated land

road

permanent stream

intermit' ant stream

fitt AO% With 4144111410%
Min .14401,4 iffieffif4

ttn%5C6-tM5

cattle

411114 "OA 4/40/16
PO Oh Oh OW&
= 10 head of cattle.

r:11,-11131,83 = 10 truckloads of grain.
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